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Minutes: Board meeting Copenhagen      

 

Place:  Copenhagen, Denmark           

Date: 3 - 4  December 2015   

Chair: Oona   

Minute-taker: Brendan 

Present: Oona Heiska, Rūta Meškauskaitė, Brendan Power and Giuseppina Tucci (OBESSU 

Board), Rasmus Åberg (OBESSU Secretary General) 

For the second part of the meeting: also Giorgio Tessadri (Communications and Membership 

Officer) and Daša Koribaničová (alumni, Chair of the upcoming GA) 

Laufey María Jóhannsdóttir (Board) was sick and could not join the meeting      

 

 

--------------- The Chair opened the meeting --------------      

 

Point of the Agenda 1: Secretariat Holidays 

The general practice is that each year the office is closed between Christmas and New Year, this 

year it will be the same. Giorgio and Estel will be back on the 4th of January, Rasmus will return 

on the 11th. We need to organise our social media strategy better this time, as last Christmas it 

was effectively dead for almost two weeks. We plan to schedule posts over this time and plan 

the posts in general better. At times we have been guilty of posting too much and then too 

little. We will start to look at this from a longer term perspective. 

 

Point of the Agenda 2: MC Report    

There was a proposal to have the Monitoring Committee report before the Board report at the 

COMEM. There are pros and cons to this and there are also pros and cons to having the Board 

report first. In the past we have had issues where the MC receives much more questions than 

the Board and this is something which is somewhat strange. We will consult with Dasa before 

making the final call. 

The Board went through the report and discussed how to react to it at the COMEM. 

Decision: the Board will consult with Dasa before making the final call on the order of 

the presentations.  
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Point of the Agenda 3: Board report at the COMEM 

The Board went through the report, discussed and edited some minor parts. They then finalised 

it and sent it to Giorgio. 

 

Point of the Agenda 4: Recruitment of the new Secretary General 

Secretary General Rasmus has been offered a job at another student organisation and will leave 

OBESSU in the beginning of 2016. The Board discussed what should be needed for the new SG 

with regards to skills, tools, attitudes and “under the Christmas tree” (the latter being 

something extra which is not really needed but which would be nice). 

The following were deemed to be the most essential qualities. Note that this is only a summary. 

Skills  

 Experience of event management; 

 Good office skills; 

 Experience in financial management; 

 Experience in the education world; 

 Somehow qualified with either degree, practical experience or VET. 

 

Tools 

 Crisis-solving; 

 Being able to be an independent worker, working under the mandate of OBESSU 

documents; 

 Knowledge as employer; 

 Knowing the limitations of the role; 

 Fundraising skills; 

 NFE competence; 

 Project writing; 

 Lobbying and stress management. 

 

Attitudes 

 Organised an energetic; 

 Able to work with young people; 

 Open minded + willing to embrace diversity; 

 Being able to be a leader of the Secretariat; 

 Willing to learn; 

 Friendly and helpful; 

 “Tough” but in a good way; 

 Transparent; 

 Believes in the school student movement; 
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 Innovative. 

 

“Under the Christmas Tree” 

 Other linguistic competence; 

 Background in a school/student organisation; 

 Younger than 35; 

 Previous knowledge of OBESSU; 

 Clear professional development goals; 

 Currently NEET or unemployed; 

 Facilitation and/or training skills. 

 

The Board further discussed and decided on the timeline for the call. They agreed on the 

following timeline. 

 5-6 December: prepare a call and send it; 

 8 December: call out; 

 22 December: deadline (23:59 CET); 

 4 January shortlist; 

 12 January evaluation of task and creation of new shortlist; 

 18-23 Interviews in Brussels. 

 

The Board agreed on the following things to be included in the call. Rasmus will finalise the call 

shortly after the meeting.  

 CV + application form; 

 What is your motivation to apply? (300 words); 

 What is your experience in project management? (300 words); 

 What do you think would be the most important characteristics of a perfect education 

system? (300 words). 

 

The following things should be included in the tasks. Rasmus will finalise these after the 

meeting.  

 Question 1: finances 

 Question 2: project management 

 Question 3: institutions and policy 

 

The division of tasks will be: 

 Preparing the call: Giuseppina and Brendan  

 Replying to applications: Ruta and Brendan 
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 Screening applications: Giuseppina and Brendan 

 Go through the tasks : Oona and Laufey  

 Attend interviews: Giuseppina and Brendan 

 Final interview with the best candidate: everyone 

 

The following SG tasks should be mentioned in the call. 

 Attend Board meetings ; 

 Support the Board and other structures of OBESSU; 

 Co-ordinate the Secretariat; 

 Report to the General Assembly; 

 Represent OBESSU when given the mandate from Board; 

 Weekend work; 

 Intensive; 

 Tasks vary due to small secretariat. 

 

Finally, there was a discussion on how to deal with the fact that a two-year contract will be until 

early in the year 2018, while the GA (where the successor should ideally start) will be in the 

summer of 2018. The discussion was inconclusive and will continue at another time.  

 

Point of the Agenda 5: next meeting 

This agenda point was discussed right after the SG recruitment, since it also has implications 

for the next SG, who will hopefully be able to join.  

 Location: London 

 Dates: 5th to 8th February (including travel days)  

 Chair: Laufey 

 

Point of the Agenda 6: Upcoming external representations     

Brendan will go to the meeting with the Advisory Committee on Vocational Training (ACVT) in 

Brussels in December.  

 

Point of the Agenda 7: Membership updates    

 Belarus and Poland. Ruta had discussions with people from both of these countries. 

Ruta will be the contact person and chase them up. 

 SvB have a regional organisation that would like to become an affiliate. This is possible, 

although it of course has pros and cons.  

 Student Voice in the USA is enthusiastic and interested in cooperation.  

 NSOA are keen to have more cooperation and develop our relationship further. 
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 Student Voice UK has not replied.  

 SSUN has not been in touch substantially in this period. They had a Facebook message 

about the representation of the Secretariat in place of the Board and seemed satisfied 

with the answer. 

We will contact each member organisation after the COMEM and make attempts to talk 

informally during the event. 

 

Point of the Agenda 8: COMEM preparations 

The second day of the meeting was dedicated to preparations for the COMEM, which was to start 

the next day.  


